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Subject status: Elective   
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Subject goal   

Getting to know the systems for database management through application and database programming in relational databases.  
Subject outcome  
Qualification for being an independent database administrator, designer of relational databases and application programmer, for 

the successful use of the system for managing databases and their services. The rationality (rational use of computer resources), 

the logic (logic of task realization), responsibility (accountability for data storage, protection and integrity of database recovery, 

understanding that it is necessary to continually expand knowledge of practical and theoretical work).  
Subject content 
THEORETICAL  CLASSES 

 
The structure of the data. Classification of elements of physical and logical structure, data storage. The general structure of the 
system for database management. Database models. The basic technological and technical concepts. Databases and IS 
development methodology. ER model. The relational model. The structure of the relational model. Operations of the 
relational model. The relational query language. Developing SQL, data types and commands. Views. Embedded SQL. 
Transferring conceptual scheme to a relational schema. Normal forms - relations design with normalization. Designing logical 
and physical structure database and setting. Data storage and indexing. Introduction to query optimization. RDBMS. The file 
structure. The space for tables and segments. User objects BP. Types of data. The memory structure. The structure of the 
process. Managing RDBMS. 

 
PRACTICAL  CLASSES  
Getting to know the systems for managing databases and their tools. Mastering the term of relation, structure and integrity. 

Operations of the relational model. Programming in relational databases. 
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Number of active classes        Other classes  

Lectures: 2 (30)    Practical  Other class forms:  Study research    

     classes:1(15)     work:    

               

Teaching methods  
Lectures, computer exercises, tests. Problem - oriented teaching (selection of a particular user e.g. "Elektroprivreda"), 
practical classes, individual student paper, consultations, written exam.  

Knowledge evaluation (maximum number of points is 100) 
Pre-exam obligations points Final exam Points 

Activity in class 10 written exam 40 

Practical classes 30 oral exam  

Colloquium/s 20 ..........   


